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Results from electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and electron-nuclear double resonance

(ENDOR) experiments are used to establish the model for the ground state of the singly ionized

oxygen vacancy in the interior of bulk rutile TiO2 crystals. Hyperfine from 47Ti and 49Ti nuclei

show that the unpaired electron in this S¼ 1/2 defect is localized on one titanium ion adjacent to

the oxygen vacancy (i.e., the spin is not shared by two titanium ions). These defects are formed at

low temperature (�35K) in as-grown oxidized crystals when sub-band-gap 442 nm laser light

converts doubly ionized nonparamagnetic oxygen vacancies to the singly ionized paramagnetic

charge state. The g matrix is obtained from EPR spectra and the 47Ti and 49Ti hyperfine and

nuclear electric quadrupole matrices (A and Q) are obtained from ENDOR spectra. Principal

values of the 47Ti and 49Ti hyperfine matrices are 64.54, 11.57, and 33.34MHz. All the matrices

have a principal axis along the [001] direction. In the basal plane, principal axes of the hyperfine

and quadrupole matrices also coincide. The principal axes of the g matrix in the basal

plane, however, deviate significantly from those of the A and Q matrices, thus indicating mixing

of d orbitals due to the low symmetry at the Ti3þ ion site and participation of excited-state orbitals.
VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4819805]

I. INTRODUCTION

The oxygen vacancy is an important intrinsic point

defect in TiO2 crystals, both rutile and anatase. Applications

ranging from photocatalysts to memristors directly depend

on the presence of these vacancies.1–5 Interestingly, the oxy-

gen vacancy in rutile-structured TiO2, where bulk crystals

provide more detailed information, exhibits unique behaviors

that are not seen in other simple oxides such as ZnO and

MgO.6–8 For many years, much of the experimental informa-

tion about oxygen vacancies in TiO2 came indirectly from

measurements of photocatalytic activity and from conductiv-

ity studies of reduced material. Then, early in 2009, Yang

et al.9 showed that doubly ionized oxygen vacancies (S¼ 0)

were present in oxidized bulk rutile TiO2 crystals and that

the singly ionized (S¼ 1/2) and neutral (S¼ 1) charge states

of these vacancies could be photoinduced at low temperature

with laser light having a wavelength near the band edge.

Using electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), individual

spectra from the S¼ 1/2 and S¼ 1 states of the oxygen va-

cancy were identified and the thermally induced conversion

of S¼ 1 centers to S¼ 1/2 centers was established.9,10 These

results were verified by Brandão et al.11 The S¼ 1 nature of

the ground state of the neutral oxygen vacancy (where the

spins of the two trapped electrons are aligned parallel) was

unusual and its observation9–11 was unexpected.

In the present paper, we use electron-nuclear double reso-

nance (ENDOR) along with EPR to experimentally establish

the ground-state model of the singly ionized (S¼ 1/2) oxygen

vacancy in the interior of bulk rutile TiO2 crystals. Significant

concentrations of Fe3þ ions in our as-grown crystals allow

large numbers of paramagnetic oxygen vacancies to be

formed near 35K when 442nm laser light “pumps” electrons

from the Fe3þ ions to “empty” nonparamagnetic oxygen

vacancies. Easily detectable concentrations of oxygen vacan-

cies are present in nearly all fully oxidized as-grown TiO2

(rutile) crystals because they provide charge-compensation for

residual Fe3þ and Cr3þ impurities substituting for Ti4þ ions.9

Before illumination, these vacancies are in the doubly ionized

(Vþþ
O ) charge state, with no trapped electrons. Exposure at

low temperature to laser light converts the vacancies to the

singly ionized Vþ
O charge state (the S¼ 1/2 center with one

trapped electron) and to the neutral V0
O charge state (the S¼ 1

center with two trapped electrons).

Development of a model for the ground state of the sin-

gly ionized (Vþ
O) oxygen vacancy requires a detailed exami-

nation of the hyperfine structure found in the EPR spectra of

this defect. The two relevant titanium isotopes are 47Ti

(I¼ 5/2, 7.44% abundant) and 49Ti (I¼ 7/2, 5.41% abun-

dant). These isotopes have similar small nuclear magnetic
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moments; however, their nuclear electric quadrupole

moments are large and different. As part of our study, we

obtain the principal values and principal-axis directions of

the g matrix from the angular dependence of the EPR spec-

tra. We then continue to the main focus of our work, the

analysis of hyperfine structure in the EPR and ENDOR spec-

tra from the singly ionized oxygen vacancy. Angular depend-

ence data allow us to determine the principal values and

principal-axis directions of the 47Ti and 49Ti hyperfine and

nuclear electric quadrupole matrices A and Q.

Our results show that the unpaired spin is localized pri-

marily on one neighboring titanium ion. This resolves the

fundamental question of how many titanium ions are directly

involved in the electronic structure of the S¼ 1/2 oxygen va-

cancy. Previously, Yang et al.9 had suggested that the

unpaired spin was equally shared by two titanium neighbors

while Brandão et al.11 had indicated that two slightly inequi-

valent titanium neighbors shared the unpaired spin. The pres-

ent definitive results provide direct experimental evidence

that can be used by various computational groups conducting

density-functional-theory (DFT) studies of oxygen vacancies

in TiO2. These DFT investigations are proving to be useful

in understanding and predicting the fundamental behavior of

point defects in this and similar materials.12–24 The present

study shows that the singly ionized oxygen vacancy can be

readily viewed as a Ti3þ ion next to the perturbing vacancy.

Thus, this defect is part of the larger family of Ti3þ ions of-

ten observed in TiO2, which includes intrinsic and donor-

bound polarons as well as oxygen vacancies near the

surface.25–33 The important distinguishing features of the

EPR spectrum of the singly ionized oxygen vacancy in bulk

rutile TiO2 crystals, in contrast to the other Ti3þ centers, are

larger negative g shifts and resolved 47,49Ti hyperfine struc-

ture. [As a word of caution, we do not know if our results are

relevant for singly ionized oxygen vacancies on the surface

of rutile TiO2 crystals. Future experimental and computa-

tional studies must explore this question.]

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The TiO2 crystals used in the present study have the ru-

tile structure and were grown by the four-mirror floating

zone method34 at the University of Yamanashi. Lattice con-

stants35,36 for rutile TiO2 are a¼ 4.5937 Å, c¼ 2.9587 Å,

and u¼ 0.30478 and the space group is P42/mnm (D14
4h).

There are two slightly distorted TiO6 octahedra in this tetrag-

onal lattice. These two octahedra are equivalent, but are

alternately elongated in [110] and [�110] directions (they are

related by a 90� rotation about the [001] direction). The six

oxygen ions within an octahedron separate into two groups;

four equatorial oxygens and two apical oxygens. At room

temperature, the four equatorial oxygen ions are 1.9485 Å

from the central Ti4þ ion and the two apical oxygen ions are

1.9800 Å from the Ti4þ ion.35 Figure 1(a) shows one of the

two TiO6 octahedra along with its eight nearest-neighbor

Ti4þ ions. A titanium ion has six oxygen neighbors in this

lattice, but an oxygen ion has only three titanium neighbors.

In direct analogy to the two equivalent TiO6 octahedra, the

oxygen ion and its three titanium neighbors also have two

equivalent orientations. These Ti3O “units” lie in either a

(�110) plane, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), or in a (110) plane. In

Fig. 1(b), the two titanium ions along the [001] direction are

equivalent while the third titanium along the [110] direction

is slightly farther from the oxygen ion.

The as-grown TiO2 crystals selected for our investiga-

tion contained more than 100 ppm of Fe3þ ions substituting

for Ti4þ ions (determined with EPR). This gave the crystals

an orange color. The observation of Fe3þ impurities in the

as-grown crystals implies that doubly ionized oxygen vacan-

cies must also be present (i.e., nonlocal charge compensation

for two substitutional Fe3þ ions is provided by one doubly

ionized oxygen vacancy). Thus, these specific crystals are

well-suited for photoinduced EPR studies of isolated para-

magnetic oxygen vacancies. Although not relevant to our

study, large concentrations of oxygen vacancies, consider-

ably beyond that needed for charge compensation of trivalent

impurities, can easily be produced in rutile TiO2 crystals dur-

ing reducing treatments at elevated temperatures.

The EPR data were taken with a Bruker EMX spectrom-

eter and the ENDOR data were taken with a Bruker Elexsys

E-500 spectrometer. These spectrometers operated near 9.4

and 9.5GHz, respectively. During the ENDOR experiments,

the rf was frequency-modulated at 20 kHz (thus giving first-

derivative ENDOR signals). An Oxford Instruments helium-

gas-flow system maintained the sample temperature near

35K for the EPR measurements and near 21K for the

ENDOR measurements. Proton NMR gaussmeters were used

to measure the static magnetic field and a small Cr-doped

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of one of the two equivalent TiO6 octa-

hedra in the TiO2 (rutile) lattice. Titanium ions are blue and oxygen ions are

red. (b) An oxygen ion and its three nearest titanium neighbors.
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MgO crystal was used to correct for the difference in mag-

netic field between the sample position and the gaussmeter

probe (the isotropic g value for Cr3þ in MgO is 1.9800).

Approximately 5 mW of 442 nm light from a He-Cd laser

was incident on the sample during the low-temperature

illuminations. Narrow slots in the side of the Bruker high-

sensitivity circular microwave cavity provided optical access

to the sample during the EPR experiments. The Bruker cylin-

drical ENDOR cavity did not have slots for optical access. In

the ENDOR experiments, the sample was attached to the end

of a vertical solid glass rod (high purity silica) and the rod

then served as a light pipe for the laser light.

III. EPR RESULTS

Figures 2 and 3 show representative EPR spectra from

the singly ionized oxygen vacancy (S¼ 1/2) in an oxidized

TiO2 (rutile) crystal. These data were taken at 35K after illu-

mination at this temperature with 442 nm laser light. The

magnetic field is along the [001] direction in Fig. 2 and along

the [100] direction in Fig. 3. Three intense primary lines, at

368.08mT in Fig. 2 and at 343.01 and 349.86mT in Fig. 3,

are off-scale and are due to those oxygen vacancies having

no participating 47Ti or 49Ti nuclei. Surrounding the primary

lines are well-resolved sets of less intense hyperfine lines

due to 47Ti and 49Ti nuclei. Stick diagrams above the spectra

identify the 47Ti and 49Ti lines associated with each primary

line. Because of their very similar nuclear magnetic

moments, the six hyperfine lines from 47Ti nuclei overlap the

inner six lines from 49Ti nuclei (this gives eight observable

hyperfine lines with the outer two being less intense). In Fig.

2, the hyperfine lines are separated by approximately

1.31mT. For the [100] direction of field in Fig. 3, hyperfine

lines in the higher-field set are separated by 1.99mT and

lines in the lower-field set are separated by 1.39mT. The

prominent line at 345.75mT near the middle of the spectrum

FIG. 2. Photoinduced EPR spectrum from the singly ionized oxygen va-

cancy taken at 35K after exposure at this temperature to 442 nm laser light.

The magnetic field is in the [001] direction and the microwave frequency is

9.396 GHz. Stick diagrams identify 47Ti and 49Ti hyperfine lines.

FIG. 3. Photoinduced EPR spectrum from the singly ionized oxygen vacancy taken at 35K after exposure at this temperature to 442 nm laser light. The mag-

netic field is in the [100] direction and the microwave frequency is 9.397 GHz. There are two magnetically inequivalent orientations of the defect for this direc-

tion of magnetic field. Stick diagrams identify the 47Ti and 49Ti hyperfine lines (red for lower-field set and blue for higher-field set).
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in Fig. 3 is due to the Ti3þ-Si4þ centers initially reported by

Yang et al.9

A. Determination of the g matrix

The complete angular dependence of the primary (I¼ 0)

EPR lines for the S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy is shown in Fig. 4.

Data were taken every 10� when rotating from [001] to [100]

and from [001] to [110] and every 15� when rotating from

[110] to ½1�10�. As shown in Fig. 4, the spectrum separates

into two branches for rotation in the (010) plane and ð1�10Þ
plane and into four branches for rotation in the (001) plane.

This establishes that there are four magnetically inequiva-

lent, but crystallographically equivalent, orientations of the

singly ionized oxygen vacancy. Defect sites (or orientations)

are magnetically inequivalent when the magnetic field makes

different projections on the g-matrix principal-axis direc-

tions. Principal values of the g matrix are the same for these

magnetically inequivalent sites, but the principal-axis coordi-

nate systems are rotated relative to each other, according to

the symmetry elements of the crystal. For the S¼ 1/2 oxygen

vacancy, the four orientations are magnetically equivalent

when the magnetic field is along the [001] direction. There

are two inequivalent sets (each doubly degenerate) when the

magnetic field is along the [100] or [110] directions.

The g matrix of the S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy is obtained

from the angular dependence of the primary (I¼ 0) lines in

the EPR spectrum. A spin Hamiltonian, containing only the

electron Zeeman term, is used

H ¼ bS � g � B: (1)

A “turning point” occurs in Fig. 4 when the magnetic field is

along the [001] direction. Thus, one of the principal axes of

the g matrix must be along this direction. The other two prin-

cipal axes must be in the basal plane with their directions

specified by one angle. The four parameters (three principal

values and one angle) required to describe the g matrix are

determined by fitting the experimental data points in Fig. 4.

Table I contains the “best-fit” set of parameters for the g
matrix. The solid curves in Fig. 4 were then computer-

generated using these final values. The results in Table I for

the g matrix are similar to the previously reported values10,11

The principal axes associated with the 1.9572 and

1.9187 principal values are in the basal plane and deviate

only 3.1� from h100i directions. Although small, this angle

is significant and it leads to a question when relating the

principal-axis directions, and their corresponding principal

values, to a defect located within a specific TiO6 octahedron

(the problem occurs because rutile crystals contain two

equivalent TiO6 units rotated by 90� about the [001] direc-

tion). In particular, the experimental data in Fig. 4 do not

determine which basal-plane principal value (1.9572 or

1.9187) has its principal-axis closest to the direction from

the central Ti ion to an apical oxygen neighbor. Similar ques-

tions arise in Secs. IV and V when directions of the principal

axes of the hyperfine and nuclear electric quadrupole matri-

ces in the basal plane are related to a specific Ti3þ site.

B. Hyperfine from 47Ti and 49Ti nuclei

The [001] and [100] EPR spectra in Figs. 2 and 3 answer

the important question of how many titanium ions (one,

two, or three) contribute to the observed hyperfine pattern.

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the g matrix. Data from the primary (I¼ 0)

EPR lines are shown for three high-symmetry planes of the crystal. The dis-

crete points are experimental results and the solid curves are computer-

generated using the g matrix parameters in Table I.

TABLE I. Spin-Hamiltonian parameters for the S¼ 1/2 singly ionized oxy-

gen vacancy in TiO2 (rutile) crystals. The A and Q matrices are obtained

from ENDOR data (units for the principal values are MHz). Directions of

the principal axes for g1, g2, A1, A2, Q1, and Q2 are in the (001) plane. Two

choices arise when relating these principal-axis directions to a specific TiO6

unit. The estimated error is 60.0003 for the principal g values, 60.03MHz

for the principal A values, 60.003MHz for the principal Q values, and 61�

for the directions of the principal axes.

Principal value Principal-axis direction

g matrix

g1 1.9572 41.9� from [110] toward [010]

g2 1.9187 41.9� from [�110] toward [�100]

g3 1.8239 [001]

A hyperfine matrix for both 47Ti and 49Ti

A1 64.54 10.4� from [110] toward [100]

A2 11.57 10.4� from [�110] toward [010]

A3 33.34 [001]

Q nuclear electric quadrupole matrix for 47Ti

Q1 �2.309 11.4� from [110] toward [100]

Q2 1.222 11.4� from [�110] toward [010]

Q3 1.087 [001]

Q nuclear electric quadrupole matrix for 49Ti

Q1 �0.910 11.4� from [110] toward [100]

Q2 0.482 11.4� from [�110] toward [010]

Q3 0.428 [001]

113702-4 Brant et al. J. Appl. Phys. 114, 113702 (2013)



These two spectra clearly show that only one set of eight Ti

hyperfine lines surrounds each primary (I¼ 0) line. This

means that the unpaired spin is not distributed in a signifi-

cantly unequal manner on two or three titanium ions. If that

were the case, each primary I¼ 0 line in these EPR spectra

would be surrounded by two or three sets of eight hyperfine

lines, given the low abundances of the 47Ti and 49Ti nuclei.

This leaves two possibilities: either the unpaired spin is

shared equally, or almost equally, by two or three of the

neighboring titanium ions or it is localized to a very large

extent on one titanium ion. Both possibilities would produce

only one easily observed set of eight lines around each pri-

mary I¼ 0 line. We used the ratio of the intensity of a hyper-

fine line to the intensity of the corresponding central line in

Fig. 3 to decide which possibility is correct. In Fig. 3, a care-

ful measurement of the high-field primary line, near

349.86mT, and the highest-field 49Ti line, at 356.80mT,

gives an experimental value of 120 for the ratio of their

intensities. This compares favorably with the predicted value

of 129 if only one titanium ion is involved (the predicted

value for this ratio would be approximately 60 if the

unpaired spin were shared equally by two titanium ions and

even smaller if the spin were shared equally by three tita-

nium ions). Also, additional low-intensity lines would be

present in the EPR spectra if two or more nuclei are

involved. In Fig. 3, weak lines would occur in the magnetic

field region above the 49Ti line at 356.80mT and below the
49Ti line at 338.13mT if two or three titanium ions equally

share the unpaired spin and all have a magnetic nucleus.

These extra outer lines arise when one oxygen vacancy has

more than one neighboring 47,49Ti magnetic nucleus contribut-

ing to its hyperfine pattern. The intensities of these “extra”

lines would be determined by a statistical distribution based

on the natural abundances of the participating magnetic

nuclei. We did not observe these extra lines (our signal-to-

noise ratio was sufficient to easily detect these small lines, had

they been present). Thus, we conclude that the unpaired spin

in the singly ionized oxygen vacancy is to a very large extent

localized on one neighboring titanium ion (i.e., the defect con-

sists of a Ti3þ ion adjacent to the oxygen vacancy).

Despite the simple appearance of the 47Ti and 49Ti EPR

hyperfine lines in Figs. 2 and 3, they are not well-resolved

for many other directions of magnetic field. Also, for some

directions of field, hyperfine lines within a set are not equally

spaced, thus indicating a significant nuclear electric quadru-

pole effect. Direct evidence that the nuclear electric quadru-

pole interaction is important is provided by the EPR

spectrum in Fig. 5. These data were taken at 35K with the

magnetic field rotated 50� from the [001] direction toward

the [100] direction. The spectrum shows the highest-field

hyperfine lines associated with the upper branch in the left

panel of Fig. 4. It is clear in Fig. 5 that the 47Ti and 49Ti

hyperfine lines do not overlap. In the absence of a quadru-

pole interaction, EPR hyperfine lines from the two Ti

isotopes are expected to coincide because their nuclear mag-

netic moments are nearly identical. However, a substantial nu-

clear electric quadrupole effect can change this expectation.

The electric quadrupole moments of the two isotopes37 are

different (0.29 barns for 47Ti and 0.24 barns for 49Ti) and the

nuclear spins are different (I¼ 5/2 and I¼ 7/2). Together,

these factors produce easily observed relative shifts of the 47Ti

and 49Ti hyperfine lines when the electric field gradient at the

nuclei is sufficiently large, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.

Rinneberg and Weil38 have reported this effect in the EPR

spectra from Ti3þ ions in single crystals of SiO2 (quartz).

The large number of overlapping hyperfine lines as well

as the shifting of lines, variations in their intensity, and the

introduction of forbidden lines caused by the nuclear quadru-

pole effect make it difficult to extract a final set of hyperfine

and nuclear electric quadrupole parameters from EPR data

alone (this task is best accomplished using higher-resolution

ENDOR data, as described in Sec. IV). A preliminary, and

useful, set of hyperfine parameters can, however, be deter-

mined from the EPR angular-dependence data. The outer-

most hyperfine lines around each primary I¼ 0 line are due

to 49Ti nuclei and the lowest and highest of these lines can

be clearly observed for many directions of magnetic field.

Positions of these lowest and highest 49Ti lines were meas-

ured during rotations of the field from [001] to [100], [001]

to [110], and [110] to ½1�10�. The outer 49Ti lines showed no

splitting for any directions in these three rotation planes, thus

demonstrating that the [001] direction is a principal axis of

the hyperfine matrix (the other two principal axes of the

hyperfine matrix must be in the basal plane). This is the

same behavior previously observed for the g matrix. Our

data, i.e., the outer 49Ti EPR lines from the three planes,

were then “fit” using a spin-Hamiltonian containing electron

Zeeman and hyperfine terms. The g matrix parameters were

held constant at the values given in Table I. The resulting

four hyperfine parameters, three principal values and one

basal-plane angle, were 64.9, 11.7, and 33.6MHz and 10.7�.
Here, the principal axis associated with the 33.6 MHZ princi-

pal value is along the [001] direction and the principal axis

associated with the 64.9MHz principal value is 10.7� from

FIG. 5. Illustration of relative shifts in the positions of hyperfine lines due

to the large nuclear electric quadrupole interaction. Shown are high-field

hyperfine lines associated with the upper EPR branch in the left panel of

Fig. 4. These data were taken with the magnetic field oriented 50� from the

[001] direction toward the [100] direction.
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[110] toward [100]. These results, obtained only from EPR

data, are very similar to the final parameters resulting from

the more complete analysis of ENDOR data (see Sec. IV and

Table I). As an illustration of the experimental data used in

this fitting process, Fig. 6 includes the discrete 49Ti experi-

mental points representing the highest-field line from one set

of hyperfine lines and the lowest-field line from the other set

when the magnetic field is rotated from [001] to [100]. These

two sets correspond to the two branches seen in the left panel

of Fig. 4. The solid curves in Fig. 6, representing the eight

allowed 49Ti hyperfine lines for each set, were computer-

generated using the final values of the 49Ti parameters listed

in Table I. The two primary I¼ 0 central lines are not

included in Fig. 6.

IV. ENDOR RESULTS

With its higher resolution and simpler patterns, ENDOR

is used to determine a final set of hyperfine and nuclear elec-

tric quadrupole parameters for the singly ionized oxygen va-

cancy (S¼ 1/2) in rutile TiO2. Figure 7 shows two ENDOR

spectra taken at 21K with the magnetic field along the [001]

direction. Lines from 49Ti nuclei are labeled with an

asterisk and lines from 47Ti nuclei are labeled with numbers.

Figure 8 is the (MS,mI) energy level scheme appropriate for

a 47Ti nucleus in this oxygen-vacancy defect when the mag-

netic field is in the [001] direction. A similar energy-level

diagram for a 49Ti nucleus is not shown. In Fig. 8, EPR tran-

sitions (in red) obey DMS¼61, DmI¼ 0 selection rules and

are labeled with letters while ENDOR transitions (in blue)

obey DMS¼ 0, DmI¼61 selection rules and are labeled

with numbers. The labeling of the ENDOR transitions in

Fig. 8 is consistent with the labeling of the experimentally

observed 47Ti ENDOR lines in Fig. 7.

The ENDOR spectrum in Fig. 7(a) was acquired at a

static magnetic field of 369.66mT and a microwave fre-

quency of 9.4918 GHz, corresponding to the third hyperfine

line (i.e., the second 47Ti line) up from the low-field end in

Fig. 2. This is the EPR transition labeled b in Fig. 8. The

magnetic field for this line in Fig. 2 is different than the mag-

netic field in the ENDOR experiment because the two micro-

wave cavities had slightly different resonant frequencies.

Since all of the EPR hyperfine lines in Fig. 2 are well-

resolved, only the four ENDOR lines labeled 1, 2, 9, and 10

in Fig. 8 are expected from 47Ti nuclei when monitoring

transition b. Experiment provides verification of this expec-

tation since only four ENDOR lines associated with 47Ti

nuclei are seen in Fig. 7(a). Similarly, four ENDOR lines

from the 49Ti nuclei are expected, and observed, in Fig. 7(a).

Keeping the magnetic field along the [001] direction but fix-

ing its magnitude at transition d in Fig. 8 (i.e., a different

EPR line) gave the ENDOR spectrum shown in Fig. 7(b).

This spectrum was acquired at a static magnetic field of

372.41mT and a microwave frequency of 9.4919 GHz, cor-

responding to the fifth hyperfine line up from the low-field

end in Fig. 2. Again, there are four ENDOR lines from 47Ti

nuclei and four lines from 49Ti nuclei. It is clear from the

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of the 49Ti EPR hyperfine lines when the mag-

netic field is rotated from the [001] direction to the [100] direction. There

are two sets of lines (in red and blue) corresponding to the two branches in

Fig. 4. Central I¼ 0 lines are not included. The discrete points are experi-

mental results and the solid curves are computer-generated using parameters

from Table I for the g and the 49Ti hyperfine and quadrupole matrices.

FIG. 7. ENDOR spectra from the singly ionized oxygen vacancy taken at

21K after exposure to 442 nm laser light. The magnetic field is in the [001]

direction. Spectra (a) and (b) were taken while sitting on different EPR lines,

as described in the text. The 47Ti lines are numbered and correspond to the

labels in Fig. 8. The 49Ti lines are identified by asterisks.
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ENDOR spectra in Fig. 7 that the hyperfine interactions

dominate and the nuclear electric quadrupole interactions are

larger than the nuclear Zeeman interactions. In particular,

the widely separated lines in the ENDOR spectra in Fig. 7

provide evidence that a significant nuclear electric quadru-

pole interaction is present.

Figure 9 shows ENDOR spectra taken while “sitting” on

hyperfine lines in the high-field portion of the [100] EPR

spectrum shown in Fig. 3. The ENDOR spectrum in Fig. 9(a)

was acquired at a static magnetic field of 352.41mT and a

microwave frequency of 9.4944 GHz, which corresponds to

the third 47Ti hyperfine line up from the low-field end in the

set of lines surrounding the upper I¼ 0 line in Fig. 3. In Fig.

9(b), the ENDOR spectrum was acquired at a static magnetic

field of 358.36mT and a microwave frequency of 9.4942

GHz, corresponding to the highest field 47Ti hyperfine line in

the set of lines surrounding the upper I¼ 0 line in Fig. 3. As

expected for these specific EPR lines, there are four lines in

each spectrum in Fig. 9 from 49Ti nuclei. There are also four

lines from 47Ti nuclei in Fig. 9(a), but two of these 47Ti lines

directly overlap two of the 49Ti lines. Only two lines from

47Ti nuclei appear in Fig. 9(b) because this ENDOR spec-

trum was obtained while monitoring the outermost 47Ti EPR

hyperfine line.

The A and Q matrices (for the 47Ti nuclei) are obtained

from the angular dependence of the ENDOR spectra. We

focus on 47Ti because of its larger abundance and smaller I

value and use a spin Hamiltonian with electron Zeeman,

hyperfine, quadrupole, and nuclear Zeeman terms

H ¼ bS � g � B þ I � A � S þ I �Q � I � gNbNI � B:
(2)

From the analysis of the EPR hyperfine lines in Sec. III B,

we found that one of the principal axes of the hyperfine ma-

trix A was along the [001] direction. This leaves four param-

eters (three principal values and one angle) to be determined

for this matrix. The nuclear electric quadrupole matrix Q is

FIG. 8. The relative energy levels for an S¼ 1/2, I¼ 5/2 spin system. This

diagram corresponds to the singly ionized oxygen vacancy with hyperfine

from one 47Ti nucleus when the magnetic field is along the [001] direction.

Levels are labeled with their MS and mI values. Allowed EPR transitions are

red and ENDOR transitions are blue.
FIG. 9. ENDOR spectra from the singly ionized oxygen vacancy taken at

21K after exposure to 442 nm laser light. The magnetic field is in the [100]

direction. Spectra (a) and (b) were taken while sitting on different EPR lines,

as described in the text. Stick diagrams assign individual lines to either 47Ti

or 49Ti nuclei.
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traceless (Qxx þ Qyy þ Qzz¼ 0) with the principal value Qzz

defined as e2qQ/[2I(2I–1], where eq is the electric field gra-

dient and Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment. One principal

axis of the quadrupole matrix Q is also along the [001] direc-

tion and only three parameters (two principal values and one

angle) must be determined from experiment for this matrix.

Sets of 47Ti ENDOR data were accumulated for five dif-

ferent orientations of the oxygen vacancy defect relative to

the magnetic field. These include one set with the magnetic

field along the [001] direction, two sets with the magnetic

field along the [100] direction (the upper and lower branches

in Fig. 4), one set with the magnetic field along the [110]

direction (the upper branch in Fig. 4), and one set with the

magnetic field rotated 60� from [001] toward [100] (the

upper branch in Fig. 4). Each set contained ENDOR spectra

associated with different mI values, i.e., ENDOR spectra

were acquired while sitting on different hyperfine lines

within the particular EPR spectrum. Three of these sets of
47Ti ENDOR data are illustrated by the discrete points shown

in Fig. 10. Together, the five sets of ENDOR data provided

44 lines from 47Ti nuclei for use in a fitting program to deter-

mine final values of the seven 47Ti parameters. After con-

verting the spin Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) to a 12� 12 matrix,

exact diagonalizations were performed during an iterative

computer fitting procedure and the resulting “best-fit” 47Ti

parameters are listed in Table I. The solid curves in Fig. 10

were then generated using these final values of the parame-

ters. The final A and Q parameters for the 49Ti nuclei in

Table I were not determined independently. Because of the

nearly identical magnetic moments for the two nuclei, the
49Ti A principal values are taken to be the same as the 47Ti

A principal values. The 49Ti Q principal values are obtained

by multiplying the 47Ti Q values by 0.3941 (this factor

emerges from the ratio of Q/[2I(2I–1] for the two isotopes

where the nuclear electric quadrupole moments are
47Q¼ 0.29 barns and 49Q¼ 0.24 barns). Following the work

of earlier investigators,38,39 we assign positive signs to the

principal values of the hyperfine A matrix in Table I. This, in

turn, fixes the signs of the quadrupole principal values

because the relative signs of the A and Q parameters are

determined in ENDOR experiments. As previously described

in Sec. III A, a question arises when attempting to relate

principal-axis directions to the positions of oxygen ions

around a Ti3þ ion. The basal-plane principal-axis directions

listed in Table I may apply to either one of the two equiva-

lent, but differently oriented, TiO6 octahrdra in this lattice.

V. DISCUSSION

An oxygen vacancy in a rutile TiO2 crystal has three

neighboring titanium ions. Until the present investigation, it

was not known how the unpaired spin density was distributed

amongst these titanium ions when one electron was trapped

by the vacancy. We have now shown with EPR and ENDOR

data that the unpaired spin in this S¼ 1/2 defect is localized

primarily on only one titanium ion. Specifically, the elec-

tronic ground state of the singly ionized oxygen vacancy is

best described as a Ti3þ ion next to an “empty” vacancy.

The important question then becomes where the Ti3þ ion is

located relative to the oxygen vacancy. There are only two

possibilities. As described in Sec. II and shown in Fig. 1(a),

a titanium ion in rutile has four equatorial oxygen neighbors

and two apical neighbors. Thus, the oxygen vacancy may be

at an equatorial position or at an apical position next to the

Ti3þ ion.

Fortunately, the results of Yang10 and Brandão et al.11

for the S¼ 1 charge state of the neutral oxygen vacancy in

rutile TiO2 suggest an answer to this question of the position

of the vacancy in the S¼ 1/2 defect. These investigators

used the following spin-Hamiltonian, with an electron

Zeeman term and a fine structure (i.e., spin-spin) term, to

describe the S¼ 1 defect.

H ¼ bS � g � Bþ S � D � S: (3)

Here, the D matrix represents a magnetic dipole-dipole inter-

action between the two unpaired spins, one at each Ti3þ site.

The largest (i.e., unique) principal value of this traceless ma-

trix has its principal axis along the [001] direction.10,11 The

principal values10 of the D matrix are 291.5, 168.5, and

�460.0MHz. In a simple point dipole-dipole model, these

values predict a distance of approximately 4.67 Å between

the two unpaired spins. Here, we use the expression

Dzz¼�l0g
2b2/4phR3 adapted from Abraham et al.40 This

translates to R3Dzz � 4.68� 104 if g is taken to be 1.9, R has

units of Å, and Dzz has units of MHz. For comparison, the

separation of two titanium ions along the [001] direction in

the unperturbed lattice is 2.96 Å at room temperature. Point-

dipole approximations often overestimate separation distan-

ces for S¼ 1 biradicals.41 These experimental results for D,
i.e., the magnitudes of the principal values and the directions

of the principal axes, strongly suggest that the S¼ 1 oxygen

vacancy consists of two adjacent Ti3þ ions aligned along the

[001] direction with the oxygen vacancy at the nearest equa-

torial oxygen site between the two Ti3þ ions, i.e., the oxygen

FIG. 10. Angular dependence of the 47Ti ENDOR spectrum for rotation of

the magnetic field from [001] to [100]. These data were taken when sitting

on EPR hyperfine lines associated with the upper branch in Fig. 4. The dis-

crete points are experimental results and the solid curves are computer-

generated using parameters in Table I for the 47Ti hyperfine and quadrupole

matrices.
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vacancy is equidistant from the two Ti3þ ions. This model of

the S¼ 1 oxygen vacancy is easily visualized with the aid

of Fig. 1(b).

As shown by the earlier investigators,9–11 the two defects

represented by the S¼ 1/2 and S¼ 1 charge states of the oxy-

gen vacancy are closely related. Significant concentrations of

both defects can be formed during exposure to laser light at

35K. Then, when the light is removed and the crystal is

kept at this temperature, the S¼ 1 defects quickly convert to

S¼ 1/2 defects. One of the two trapped electrons is thermally

released from an S¼ 1 defect and an S¼ 1/2 defect is formed.

This conversion of an oxygen vacancy from the two-trapped-

electron state to the one-trapped-electron state is expected to

occur without significant changes in the surrounding lattice

relaxation and without a major redistribution of the remaining

unpaired spin density. In other words, the remaining electron

should not hop or tunnel from one of the two titanium ions

along the [001] direction to the third inequivalent titanium ion

along the [110] direction during the S¼ 1 to S¼ 1/2 thermal

conversion process. Specifically, after losing one electron, the

remaining electron and the oxygen vacancy (which together

now form the S¼ 1/2 defect) are expected to still be near the

positions they initially had in the S¼ 1 defect. The model of

the S¼ 1 defect and the expected behavior of its constituents

during the thermal conversion process strongly suggests that

the oxygen vacancy is located at an equatorial position next to

the Ti3þ ion in the S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy. Although we

believe that it is much less likely, we cannot completely rule

out a model for the S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy that has the Ti3þ

ion along a h110i direction from the vacancy, i.e., a model

with the Ti3þ ion at the inequivalent titanium site along the

[110] direction in Fig. 1(b) instead of one of the two equiva-

lent titanium sites and thus in the same basal plane as the

vacancy.

Our model of the S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy in rutile TiO2

is illustrated in Fig. 11. The TiO6 unit with the Ti3þ ion at

the center and the oxygen vacancy at an equatorial position

is shown in Fig. 11(a). Figure 11(b) is a projection on the

(110) plane. It shows the Ti3þ ion and the four equatorial

oxygen ions (one of which is the vacancy). The principal

axes associated with the g3, A3, and Q3 principal values are

all along the [001] direction. Figure 11(c) is a projection on

the (001) plane. In this view, the Ti3þ ion and the two apical

oxygen ions are in the plane of the figure while the four

equatorial oxygen positions (one being the oxygen vacancy)

are above and below this plane. The principal axes associ-

ated with the g1, g2, A1, and A2 principal values are shown in

Fig. 11(c). The Q1 and Q2 axes are nearly coincident with

the A1 and A2 axes. We recognize that there will be some lat-

tice relaxation associated with the S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy.

However, there are presently no experimental results that

allow us to determine the magnitudes and directions of dis-

placements of the primary Ti3þ ion and the other neighbor-

ing titanium and oxygen ions from their regular unperturbed

positions. It is expected that a detailed description of the lat-

tice relaxation accompanying the S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy

will emerge from future computational studies.

An interesting and important aspect of our EPR and

ENDOR results is the disparity in the directions of the basal-

plane principal axes of the g and hyperfine A matrices. As

can be seen in Table I and Fig. 11(c), the g1 and A1 direc-

tions deviate by approximately 51.3�. It is typical for

transition-metal ions to have the g and hyperfine principal

axes coincide, especially when the paramagnetic ion occu-

pies a site of high symmetry.42 However, Pilbrow and

Lowrey,43 in their 1980 review, show that the g and A princi-

pal axes of transition-metal ions may have significantly dif-

ferent orientations when the symmetry at the metal ion is

low. In our present case of an S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy, lat-

tice relaxation will quite likely lower the symmetry at the

Ti3þ ion and allow the g and A principal axes to be different.

Pilbrow and Lowrey43 suggest that the role of excited-state

orbitals, under the influence of low-symmetry fields, is

largely responsible for the different orientations of the prin-

cipal directions. In addition to clarifying the nature of the lat-

tice relaxation, future computational studies may also

provide insight to the electronic structure (i.e., d-orbital
mixture) of the ground state of the singly ionized oxygen

FIG. 11. Model of the singly ionized S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy in rutile TiO2. (a) A three-dimensional view of a TiO6 unit, showing the Ti3þ ion (blue) at the

center and the oxygen vacancy (denoted by the dashed square) at one of the four equatorial positions. (b) A projection of the TiO6 unit on the (110) plane.

(c) A projection of the TiO6 unit on the (001) plane showing the basal-plane principal-axis directions. In this last projection, the Ti3þ ion and the two apical

oxygen ions are in the plane of the figure while the four equatorial oxygen positions (one being the oxygen vacancy) are above and below this plane.
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vacancy in rutile TiO2 crystals and help explain the differen-

ces in the g and A basal-plane principal-axis directions.

VI. SUMMARY

A detailed EPR and ENDOR investigation of the hyper-

fine structure associated with the S¼ 1/2 oxygen vacancy in

the interior of a bulk rutile TiO2 crystal shows that the

unpaired spin in this defect is localized on one adjacent tita-

nium ion (i.e., it is a Ti3þ ion adjacent to an “empty” va-

cancy). The experimental characterization of the ground state

of this singly ionized donor includes measurements of the g
matrix10,11 and the 47Ti and 49Ti hyperfine and nuclear electric

quadrupole matrices (A and Q). Principal-axis directions of

the hyperfine and nuclear electric quadrupole matrices are

nearly coincident, and differ significantly from the principal-

axis directions of the g matrix. Extrapolating from the known

structure of the closely related S¼ 1 neutral oxygen vacancy

in bulk rutile TiO2 leads us to propose a model for the S¼ 1/2

singly ionized oxygen vacancy that has the vacancy located at

one of the equatorial oxygen positions next to the Ti3þ ion.
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